INTEGRATED POOLS BY CANNY

SOAK IN THE SCENERY
RESORT STYLE FAMILY FUN

The owners of the featured property wanted a family hub where they could relax and socialise against the beautiful
backdrop of leafy Warrandyte. In a design that cleverly utilises the fall of the land, Integrated Pools by Canny created
a private beach-style resort to perfectly complement the home.
The impressive 11m x 4m main pool is tiled with light blue ceramic mosaics, and is illuminated by WN950 series LED
lights from Spa Electrics, so the pool shines regardless of the season. The pool’s thoughtful placement and negativeedge means the lush bushland is reflected on the still water; enhancing its style and creating the illusion of breadth.
Natural travertine was selected for the pool’s paving and coping to complement the home, as were the finishes for the
adjoining cabana room, where the children can entertain their friends.
The pool’s simplistic design is bordered by stylish glass fencing to maximise the impact of the negative-edge. This
seamlessly integrates the alfresco area with the pool and leaves the expansive view uninterrupted.
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Positioning the pool on the edge of the site allowed Integrated Pools by Canny to install a generous catchment trough
and balance tank to collect water splashed and spilled over the negative-edge.
A Water Witch electronic water leveller supplied by Cooke Industries Australia maintains the optimum water level and
keeps the negative-edge operational. To maintain perfect water balance, an AstralPool Australia Viron P600 eVo pump
and an eQuilibrium Chlorinator with automatic pH and ORP control were incorporated.
With managing director Damian Canny and world-class pool designer Anthony Polkinghorne among its ranks,
Integrated Pools by Canny possesses more than 20 years of experience. Specialising in custom concrete swimming
pools, landscaping, pool houses and cabanas, the company services the south eastern suburbs of Melbourne and
the Mornington Peninsula, limiting projects to between 40 and 50 per year to provide a personalised service
from start to finish.
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